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To get a sense of the potential of digitization in procurement, picture this: It’s
2020. Hybrid cloud solutions, RPA and
blockchain are in place. P2P is highly
streamlined with zero touch options. As a
next-gen Chief Procurement Officer,
your day starts with browsing through a
virtual supplier screen that displays a
status report on expiring contracts,
feedback from suppliers on contractual
negotiations, RFX launched on open
markets and so on. That’s not all. You
have access to cognitive support
solutions such as AI-enabled smart chat
bots with interactive voice options to
better analyze and understand spend
patterns as well as supplier and new
business opportunities.
While there is no silver bullet to get to this
advanced state of digitization, one thing
is clear. The days of fulfilling tactical
requirements, downloading data from
SAP into MS Excel, and filtering the data
to create insights based on past information are numbered. What’s more,
with enhanced access to supplier
market information new business opportunities are being created. Data lakes,
AI, and algorithms are being deployed
across business functions, including
procurement.

What does
becoming digital
really mean?
It’s important to remember that
digitalization is an enabler of business
transformation, not the end objective.
Delivering a good digital experience to
customers requires continuous
innovation. It is not possible to achieve
better, faster, cheaper results while
retaining status quo. Nor is it possible to
achieve perfection. Digital
transformation is about taking a new
approach - one that is built on a
risk-taking mindset. This, in turn, requires
financial investments and transformation
teams to drive strategic planning and
execution. A procurement digitalization
strategy starts with appropriately
addressing the classic ROI question. But
traditional hard dollar benefits like
headcount reductions and tool
decommissioning are not the only ones
to consider when dealing with disruption
and transformation. Most businesses are
hesitant to deploy a digital procurement
strategy as procurement is inherently
complicated and encompasses many
different aspects such as finance, IT,
supply chain, customer service, and
planning. While advisors and
consultants typically propose an
end-to-end approach, the reality is most
enterprises are organized vertically with
their own KPIs and priorities.

How should the
digitalization program
be structured?
To ensure an effective transition, strong
commitment from IT, Finance,
Transformation, and Procurement teams
is critical. Here’s a look at the role that
each of these functions play in digital
transformation.
Information Technology

How to achieve a
fully digitized state
of procurement?
The fact is the supplier market is far from
ready to take on total digitization. Many
solution providers did not exist five years
ago and might not exist in their current
configuration in the near future. But it’s not
about suppliers alone; procurement
investments need to be fluid and must
take into consideration the existing IT
landscape, number of ERPs, middleware
security solutions, server-based data
repositories, and knowledge and risk
acceptance of cloud options.
A good approach is to lay out the legacy
tools and systems first, list the key business
processes, identify the disruption points
from a holistic standpoint and then
prioritize the available resources. For
multi-national corporations, this process
could take between three to six months.

If the strategy is to embrace the cloud,
the most critical thing is to define
acceptable standards for cloud security.
In the U.S., for instance, it’s important to
ensure adherence with National Security
standards and deploy dedicated servers
when dealing with government
institutions. It is also important to figure
out the number of clouds solutions in
advance, and which type of cloud
(private, public or hybrid) is the best fit
for various types of information. The
more data is secured under the cloud,
the more difficult it is by design to have
access to it or to have a single
centralized view. While large
corporations are interested in a single
suite solution, the reality is that the
market only offers several specific SaaS
options, making the multi- cloud
infrastructure an unavoidable scenario.
IT cost structures in the post digitalization
world will look very different - CAPEX
investments, depreciation, maintenance
costs, and customization and
development costs will no longer be
relevant. Costs will take the form of a
fixed fee per solution. On the one hand,
it will be simpler with less dependence
on IT resources, but on the other, it will
not always be easy to forecast the fixed
costs given the changing price models.

Finance
Finance has ownership of cost centers,
P&L infrastructure, standard cost
management, policies around
approvals. It has the authority to allow
new approval paths, especially when it
comes to the use of procurement cards
and the placement of orders on open
platforms such as Amazon, E-bay or
other large supplier solutions. Prior to
procurement digitization, finance needs
to define a decision model by
evaluating the end user experience in
the context of cost reduction, and
include relevant data in ROI
calculations.
Compliance
Compliance regulations affect data
security and traceability, supplier risk
management, and cycle time of
execution. It is therefore critical to
closely monitor and associate regulatory
compliance with the transformation
program. Procurement teams also need
to meet high compliance standards. But
aligning compliance to what
procurement is already doing requires
mending the gap between regulations
and technology innovation. For
example, when dealing with complex
issues such as data privacy,
organizations need to look at privacy
data management at the technological
as well as management levels.

The manifold
benefits of digitized
procurement
Digest this - two to five years from now,
a buyer working in the new 2020 digital
environment will spend 50% of his/ her
time as a digital platform manager, 25%
of the time as a business strategy creator
with information coming directly from
the interactive e-market, and use the
rest of the time evaluating contractual
eSolutions to negotiate contracts. The
traditional P2P execution process will be
replaced by blockchain, robotic process
automation (RPA), and zero touch
business processes, while the ultimate
end user experience will come from
AI-based interactive support.

Human Resources
HR must address the potential
organizational structures and
information exchange with local
authorities depending on the
geographical location. In addition, it
must define associated training
programs and skill set assessments in the
post-transformation scenario.
Transformation and Change
Management Teams
Their role in the digital transformation will
need to extend beyond procurement to
encompass supply chain, customer
service, and calls for new market
options.
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Some of the key benefits of
digitization include:
Holistic spend analysis through a
performant P2P and B2B cloud
platform for indirect spend, B2B with
direct spend suppliers combined
with a network interconnecting
suppliers with a B2B solution.
A single horizontal supplier data flow
with the same supplier reference
across ERPs, P2P, e sourcing, and
contract management modules.
Accelerated supplier creation
process with adapted information
data exchange with suppliers.
Superior efficiency through
inter-connected modules such as e
sourcing, P2P and contract
management to avoid re-entering
data several times at the different
levels.
Automation of repetitive operational
P2P activities leveraging RPA
solutions.
Blockchain-driven smart contracts
for transparent sourcing, tracking
and tracing supply chain
operations.
Easy launch of Proof-of-Concepts
(POC) in AI, blockchain, robotic
process automation (RPA), smart
chats, and process mining use cases
across the organization.
Holistic review of supplier risk
management activities.
P2P process set up with open market
places like Ebay or Amazon for
tactical item sourcing.
B2B punch out solutions regrouping
multiple suppliers, while proposing
several prices simultaneously to
select the most competitive supplier
E2E suite strategic solutions for a
centralized view of procurement
activities.
Interactive project management to
track savings and conduct other
value driven activities.

Success lies in
determining what
digital procurement
means for you
The real benefit in implementing a
strategic digital procurement solution lies
in inter-connecting multiple suppliers
with different features to enable a
seamless end user experience. One
approach to achieve this is to have IT
and Finance define multiple
inter-connected Proof-of-Concept trial
tests, prepare an interactive pilot, and
finally “go to production”.
The focus throughout the process needs
to be on user experience and the virtual
front end. Often, the mistake
organizations make is trying to replicate,
optimize and include existing business
processes, instead of completely
re-engineering them to fit the new
digital reality.

Blockchain will see greater application
in procurement in the near future. But it is
important to recognize that
organizations are at a very early stage in
using this innovative approach. Smart
contracting will become the go-to
application, once standards and
regulations are established.
In most cases, internal resistance to
change will be strong as it comes from
long-held organizational structures and
the fact that procurement as a
function is still run traditionally across
organizations. Going digital will
unarguably lead to some jobs being
eliminated, structures being
overhauled, and will require
employees to learn new skill sets.

It’s therefore imperative for CPOs to first
analyze which digital solutions will add
value to their organizations, which
software vendors have the potential to
live up to their promises, and what an
ideal digital procurement roadmap
should look like. Partnering with a strong
mentor or sponsor with the right
decision-making authority and influence
can add significant value in successfully
implementing the digital transformation
program and realizing its true benefits.

In summary – Procurement Digital strategic transformation
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